
Musicology and composition assessment objectives
This assessment instrument is used to determine student achievement in the following objectives:

2. explain the use of music elements and concepts to communicate meaning in composition
3. use music elements and concepts to reflect an identity (will be assessed if composition is selected as specialisation in project)
4. analyse music to examine and consider the constituent parts and relationship between music elements, concepts and stylistic

characteristics and the ways in which they represent musical identity
5. apply compositional devices in the creation of their own work (will be assessed if composition is selected as specialisation in project)
6. apply literacy skills using music terminology relevant to genre/style, and use referencing and language conventions to communicate

music ideas in a coherent work that integrates the two components
8. evaluate music to justify a viewpoint relating to cultural, political, social or personal identity in repertoire
10. resolve music ideas to communicate meaning and intent in composition (will be assessed if composition is selected as specialisation in

project) .
Note: Objectives 1, 7 and 9 are not assessed in this component of this instrument.
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Integrated project 
This sample has been compiled by the QCAA to assist and support teachers to match evidence in student responses to the characteristics 
described in the assessment objectives.

Schools develop internal assessments for each senior subject, based on the learning described in Units 1 and 2 of the subject syllabus. 
Each unit objective must be assessed at least once.
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Task

Create an integrated project that explores identity by establishing a viewpoint of the expressive powers of 
music. You must examine a music work that demonstrates either a cultural, political, social or personal 
context of identity. You must complete a musicological analysis and evaluation of the chosen work that 
relates to your selected context. Your musicological response will then inform and influence the 
development of either a composition or performance. You must complete an accompanying statement of 
compositional intent or performance statement.
Ensure that:
• the statement of compositional intent explains the use of music elements and compositional devices in 

shaping the purpose and execution of the composition
or
•   the performance statement explains the use of music elements and concepts to communicate meaning 

through the performance choices made.
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Sample response
Statement of compositional intent
My composition ‘Baby, I’ve got a Fat Heart’ seeks to build on 
the emotional journey that Link is taking in the musical 
Hairspray. Its tongue-in-cheek title is reminiscent of the 
humour used throughout the show to “sugar-coat” some 
hard-hitting truths. This song reveals a very self-aware Link 
admitting the narrowness of his previous world and the 
shallowness of previous relationships. In a light-hearted way, 
it seeks to show how Tracy has helped change and expand 
his world view to be all-encompassing of diverse people. 

Musically, it has a 1960’s ballad feel complete with iconic 
backing vocals. The structure allows for building of emotion 
through the pre-chorus and chorus. Stylistically, it marries 
components of both Link’s other songs as a way of creating 
cohesion in the story. It has the 6/8 time that appears 
throughout ‘It Takes Two’, as well as the swing, shuffle feel 
that is also reminiscent of that song.

It has a faster tempo however, being 115 beats per minute 
which allows it to have the more upbeat feel of ‘Without Love’. 
It also has individual features, such as its key signature of F# 
major that express its extension past the sentiments already 
expressed by Link in the musical.

The descending chord progression that repeats in the first 
verse underneath a static melodic contour represents how 
Link was down on himself for his narrow thinking, expressed 
in the lyrics. The change in this progression in the pre-chorus 
highlights the positive change in Link’s thinking. This is 
complemented by the rise in pitch and volume along with the 
shorter crotchet rhythms in the bass line and the addition of 
the drum part. 

The climax note is sustained over a turnaround on the bass. 
The chorus features a thicker texture with the addition of 
backing vocals and a fuller rock drum beat to reinforce his 
confident exclamation of love. This accompaniment pattern 
continues in Verse 2, which notably features rising pitch at 
the end of each phrase to create contrast and paint how Link 
is reaching new heights. The pre-chorus ends in the falsetto 
range of the singer as a stylistic characteristic of Crooner 
ballads of the 50s and 60s. The return of the chorus sees 
some repetition of the main theme to reinforce the song’s key 
message.

Listen

Click the above image for audio. 
This audio can also be downloaded from 

www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/media/snr_music_19_u2_asr_int_project_comp_fat_heart.mp3

Baby, I’ve got a Fat Heart

http://www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/media/snr_music_19_u2_asr_int_project_comp_fat_heart.mp3
www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/media/snr_music_19_u2_asr_int_project_comp_fat_heart.mp3


This is a high-level response because:
The analysis of music shows an accurate understanding of the treatment of harmony, timbre and texture. 
The response includes logical statements about the back beat, the purpose of the fermata and verses 
reverting to a solo. 
Statements made — about the purpose of close-knit harmonies illustrating human connection — are 
logical and the evidence justifies the viewpoint.
The application of music terminology is relevant to the style. Grammar, paragraphing and sentence 
structure are clear and ideas are sequenced and connected.
The use of tempo, meter, backing vocals and harmonic choices in the chord progression make the style 
and genre explicit.
The application of motif develops throughout the composition, the melodic and rhythmic repetition 
throughout the verses creates cohesion, and the application of contrast throughout the pre-chorus and 
chorus sections provides variety and interest. Contrasting harmonic choices create interest and create a 
unified work.
Music ideas are resolved and communicated with sensitivity through the use of chord progression, texture, 
harmonies and melodic contour to convey the composer’s intent. 
The explanation of the use of metre, tempo and tonality captures the ballad style of the 1960s and clearly 
conveys Link’s positive change of attitude. Ideas throughout are well articulated.

Sample response annotation
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